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Abstract

Dense suspensions of fine particles are significant in numerous biological, indus-
trial, and natural phenomena. They also provide an ideal tool to develop
statistical mechanics description for out-of-equilibrium systems. Predicting the
bulk response of such materials has been challenging since these systems often
undergo liquid-solid transitions upon a small change in solid concentration or
applied loading. Developing an understanding of the mechanisms that drive these
phenomena has over the last several years led to a surge in research activity at
the intersection of fluid mechanics, granular materials, driven disordered systems,
tribology, and soft condensed matter physics. One central aspect that emerged
is that these phenomena are due to a shear-activated or deactivated network of
contacts between particles. The perspective briefly presents the current state of
understanding and challenges associated with relating the flow of material at the
bulk scale with the microscopic physics at the particle scale.
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1 Introduction

Suspensions of fine particles in a liquid are present in many industrial, geotechnical,
and biological phenomena with examples ranging from the transport of concrete, mud-
flow, and red blood cells [1–4]. In these settings, the solid fine particles are often found
to be roughly equal proportion by volume, termed “dense suspensions” [5]. Although
thoroughly studied in many fields (Chemical Engineering, Material Science, Physics,
etc.) and practically useful, a unifying constitutive model relating material properties,
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composition, and bulk response remains elusive; there is no analog of Navier-Stokes
equation or Statistical Mechanics description of sheared dense suspensions.

Historically, the suspensions have been treated as a fluid mechanics problem, i.e.,
the dynamics have been dominated by the viscous stresses induced from fluid due to
the relative motion of particles [6, 7]. However, the experimentally observed features
could not be explained using the fluid mechanics approach, particularly the reversible
liquid-solid transition often demonstrated by cornstarch (c.f. Dr. Seuss’s Oobleck).

The shear-induced reversible transformation of cornstarch or cement from a low-
viscosity easily flowing liquid to much-enhanced viscosity (close to solid) is highly
undesirable in most cases, such as creating problems in coating and mixing, clogging
of transport materials [8]. Recently, this phenomenon has been leveraged in various
applications, such as stab-proof armor, impact mitigation, and smart speed bumps [9,
10].

In this brief perspective, I will focus on a particular particle size limit (radius
R ≳ 1µm), where Brownian forces can be neglected. The viscosity (ratio of shear stress
and rate) in this particular limit should theoretically be rate (or stress) independent.
However, under shear, a variety of striking features such as yielding, shear-thinning,
shear thickening, or even jamming are observed [5, 11]. These behaviors ultimately
stem from detailed interparticle interactions that are further influenced by solid-
fluid interfacial chemistry, roughness, properties of surrounding liquid, etc. Given the
plethora of factors that can affect these interactions, establishing a predictive link
between microscopic particle-level details and the material response is still a daunting
task.

Figure 1 presents the essential challenge associated with creating a link between
particle properties and bulk response. There exists a hidden hierarchy associated with
time-and-length scales that muddle the direct correlation between particle physics
and material response. The particle-level properties such as shape, size, roughness,
chemistry, etc. affect the interparticle constraints, viz., sliding, rolling, and twisting.
These constraints on interparticle relative motion further affect the force network that
is formed under the action of external deformation. The formation or breakage of this
network ultimately dictates the bulk response or rheology of the material.

In what follows, I will introduce each relevant physics for a particular hierarchy
and briefly discuss the recent advances. I will eventually close this perspective with
the challenges and future issues.

Relevant definitions
Constituents: The particles considered here are mostly rigid, arbitrarily shaped, hav-
ing a crystalline or amorphous structure, while in some cases, soft particles are also
considered. The background solvent mediates the hydrodynamic interactions upon the
relative motion of particles. It is mostly a simple liquid (like water), but it can also
be polymeric or even a multiphase liquid (cement phase in concrete). Here, we only
consider Newtonian solvent with viscosity η0.

Continuum quantities: Stress Σ is a tensorial quantity defined as force per unit
area. The full stress tensor can be expressed in terms of shear stress σ = Σ12, particle
pressure Π = (Σ11 + Σ22 + Σ33)/3, first normal stress difference N1 = Σ11 − Σ11,
and second normal stress difference N2 = Σ22 − Σ33. The strain rate tensor E is the
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cathode materials, 1000 rpm is used to mix for 30 mins (repeat 3
times except 1 time for reduced mixing time recipe). Finally, the
mixing containers are cooled down to room temperature by nitrogen
gas blowing before being loaded into a large-scale coater.

Large scale coating.—After prepared slurry cools to room
temperature, NMC811 slurry is transferred to a large-scale electrode
coater (MEDIA TECH. Ltd., MTE-COA-A-1101) in Advanced
Battery Facility at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. Wet
electrodes are initially dried at 80 °C in roll-to-roll operation and
later in 60 °C vacuum oven for overnight.

Battery tests.—Thick and dense electrodes coated by the large-
scale electrode coater are calendered to 2.8 g cm−3 with areal
capacity of 3.5 mAh cm−2. Electrodes are punched to ½′ size discs
for coin cell assembly. 1.0 M LiPF6 in EC/EMC (3:7 weight ratio)
with 2 wt % VC is used as electrolyte. Li metal is used as anode in
coin cell test. Assembled coin cell using different cathode electrodes
are tested between 2.7–4.4 V (vs Li+/Li) at a rate of C/10,
corresponding to a current density of 0.35 mA cm−2.

Characterization.—The morphologies of cathode material, top
view and cross section of electrodes are collected by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Helios FIB SEM, Joel JSM-IT200).

Results and Discussion

The rheological property of slurry consisting of NMC811, carbon
additive and binder is critical to coat high-quality electrodes. Any
slight change in the relative content of active material, carbon and
binder will affect the viscosity and density of the slurry and therefore
alter the electrode mass loading, porosity, tortuosity, and uniformity
of coated electrodes. Because Ni-rich cathode is being developed for
high-energy batteries,20,21 the active content of NMC811 content in
this work is maximized at 96% in order to pack as much the active
material as possible for practical high-energy batteries. Further
increasing the content of NMC811 needs to sacrifice the amount
of either carbon or binder which may result in poor adhesion of the
laminate to the current collector and/or rate capability issues. The
recipe of NMC811 electrode in this work is fixed at 96% for
NMC811, 2% for carbon and 2% for PVDF binder by weight.

An important parameter determining the viscosity of slurry is the
solid content%, i.e., the weight of all solids (NMC811, binder, and
carbon) over the total weight of slurry including the weight of N-
methylpyrrolidone (NMP) solvent. High solid content reduces the
fluidity of slurry leading to bad appearance and nonuniformity of
coating film. It is challenging to handle NMC811 when the solid
content is high. For example, when the solid content is 70%, gelation
of NMC811 slurry frequently happens (Fig. 1a) instead of forming a
continuous flowing slurry (Fig. 1b). Gelled slurry is not suitable for

Figure 1. (a) Photo of slurry gelation using NMC811 with 70% solid content. (b) Photo of the cathode slurry with operational rheological property. (c), (d) SEM
images of single crystalline NMC811. (e) Dehydrofluorination reaction of PVDF.
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Fig. 1 Hierarchy in the rheology of dense suspensions: Rheology of dense suspensions can be
understood across a hierarchy of length scales and unraveling the interrelationship between macro-
scopic rheology, mesoscale structural correlations, microscopic constraints hindering relative motion
between particles, and nanoscopic particle surface properties. Top panel depicting some relevant prac-
tical examples of dense suspensions.

symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor E = (∇u+∇uT )/2. The strain rate is
denoted by γ̇. Eventually, the viscosity is defined as η = σ/γ̇ and can be interpreted
as the resistance offered by the material in response to the external deformation.

General rheological features: The term “Rheology” was invented by Prof. Bing-
ham and it means the study of deformation and flow of matter [8]. When the stress
increases linearly with the applied deformation rate, σ ∝ γ̇ means the viscosity of
the system η is independent of the deformation rate γ̇. This viscosity has a unique
value at every concentration and increases with increasing ϕ = NVp/V (for N parti-
cles of volume Vp in system of volume V ), often diverging at the jamming transition
ϕJ [5]. The precise value of ϕJ depends on particle properties such as their size dis-
tribution and their surface interactions. Often the suspensions show rather complex
nonlinear rheological behaviors such as a shear-rate dependence of viscosity, the exis-
tence of minimum stress for the suspension to flow (yielding), or time dependence of
viscosity (thixotropy or viscoelasticity). When the viscosity of material η decreases
with an increase in deformation rate γ̇ is called shear-thinning. In many suspensions,
the viscosity increases with shear rate (or shear stress). This is termed shear thicken-
ing and is the main focus of this perspective. When viscosity η increases continuously
with the shear rate γ̇, it is termed continuous shear thickening (CST). In some cases,
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the increase in viscosity can increase abruptly by orders of magnitude and is called
discontinuous shear thickening (DST).

2 Bulk response: connecting rheology with
constraints

Here, we focus on the simplest case of non-Brownian, neutrally buoyant, rigid particles
in a Newtonian fluid under simple shear, i.e., the case where the shear rate is spatially
uniform. The basic ingredients involved in this problem are particle size R, solvent
viscosity η0, and density (equal for solid particles and solvent ρP = ρs). In the case of
rigid particles, there is no force/energy scale. The macroscopic control variables in the
problem are the system size L (here we consider L ≫ R), solid fraction of particles
ϕ (relative volume occupied by particles), and strain (γ = γ̇t, γ → ∞ considered
here). The simple dimensional analysis will imply 4 dimensionless parameters will
control the physics here. These are the Stokes number St ≡ ρP γ̇R

2/η0, the Reynolds
number Re ≡ ρsγ̇L

2/η0, relative viscosity of the suspension ηr = η/η0 = σ/ηf γ̇,
and strain γ. The particle size and other details imply that we are in the limit of
St = 0 and Re = 0. This means that the rheology in steady-state depends only
on volume fraction ϕ (note that we assumed γ → ∞), implying stress is linear in
the deformation rate, i.e., Newtonian rheology. The assumption of the linear relation
between σ(γ̇) can in principle be extended to particle pressure Π and normal stress
differences (mostly found to be negative). These terms only depend on ϕ, and in the
case of dense suspensions the viscosity (defined for each stress component) eventually
diverges at the so-called jamming point as (ϕJ −ϕ)−β (β is mostly found to be 2, but
this detail is not important for the discussion). Jamming behavior is a well-studied
concept in dry granular materials [12–14], but a rather new one in the case of dense
suspensions. Traditionally the rheology in dense suspension has been approached from
a constant volume perspective [15]. Recent developments have considered pressure-
imposed perspectives as well and have demonstrated the rheology of the two cases to
be equivalent [16–20].

The dimensional analysis suggests the rheology to be Newtonian, while experimen-
tal evidence suggests the rheology to be a combination of Newtonian, shear thinning,
and shear thickening/jamming [5, 11, 21]. Newtonian rheology requires that the force
exerted on a particle due to external shear must be balanced by another force. Experi-
mentally, while preparing the initial sample the particles need to be stabilized against
clustering/aggregating using polymer/addition of salt leading to a finite-range repul-
sive force. This repulsive force leads to a characteristic repulsive stress σ∗ = FR/R

2

and competes with the viscous stress ∝ η0γ̇.
The recent surge in research activity has demonstrated that the thickening (or thin-

ning) behavior can be understood in terms of stress-activated (or released) constraints
on relative motion [22–24]. In particular, the strong CST or DST has been related
to the stress-activated transition from an unconstrained lubricated to a constrained
state where the relative motion of particles in the tangential pairwise direction is sig-
nificantly constrained (or hindered) beyond the onset stress σ∗ [5, 23, 25–27]. This
constraint can originate from direct frictional contact between particles [25, 26, 28–31]
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or enhanced lubrication force at the particle roughness (or asperity) level [32]. At stress
levels σ ≪ σ∗, the lubrication layer between particles is maintained, limiting the role
of surface details (like asperity, roughness, etc.) leading to frictionless rheology. With
the increase in applied stress σ, the repulsive barrier is overcome and lubrication/re-
pulsion gives way to a frictional contact state. Maxwellian stability argument suggests
that the presence of constraints (or friction) leads to a reduction in the number of
contacts Zc needed for mechanical equilibrium (or the iso-static condition); implying
ϕµ
J < ϕ0

J [12, 13, 33, 34]. With increasing stress, the system makes a transition from
a frictionless limit (ϕ0

J ≡ ϕJ(σ/σ
∗ → 0)) to a frictional limit (ϕµ

J ≡ ϕJ(σ/σ
∗ → ∞))

with ϕµ
J < ϕ0

J . This implies that for a system under constant ϕ, increasing stress σ
brings the system closer to the jamming behavior.

(A)

(B)

CST DST

DST—SJ

Fig. 2 Shear thickening behavior in dense suspension. (A) The functional form of the fraction
of frictional contacts increasing smoothly from zero to one with increasing stress (fromMari et al. [26]).
(B) Two branches of Newtonian viscosity: lower (lubricated, unconstrained frictionless state, with
friction coefficient µ = 0 leading to ϕ0

J ≈ 0.65) and upper (constrained, frictional state with friction
µ > 0 leading to ϕµ

J < ϕ0
J ). Various colored arrows indicate the transitions from unconstrained to

constrained state leading to: CST (monotonic σ(γ̇) relation) at low ϕ, DST (non-monotonic σ(γ̇)
relation) at volume fractions approaching but lower than ϕµ

J ), and DST-SJ at volume fractions ϕ > ϕµ
J

(the curve bending back to zero shear rates at large stress).

The mechanism for “frictional shear thickening” behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The essential ingredients are two Newtonian states with distinct jamming points, ϕ0

J

and ϕµ
J < ϕ0

J , and stress-activated particle level constraints. It is the activation of
constraints on relative motion (e.g. sliding and rolling frictions) that essentially leads
to the reduction in the jamming point. The exact number of contacts Z (or constraints)
is rather unimportant, it is rather the degree of constraints (e.g., fraction of frictional
contacts f(σ) that varies between 0 to 1 2 (A)) [26, 27]. This function has usually
been reported to be of a sigmoidal shape around the stress needed to form frictional
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contacts σ∗, leading to f(σ) ≪ σ∗ → 0 and f(σ) ≫ σ∗ → 1. This essentially means
suspension is in a frictionless state (with viscosity diverging at ϕ0

J) when f(σ) → 0 and
makes a transition to a frictional state (with viscosity diverging at ϕµ

J) when f(σ) → 1
The model that rheology is Newtonian for σ ≪ σ∗

− and σ ≫ σ∗
+ and the crossover

from frictionless Newtonian state to frictional one results in shear thickening. The
extent of shear thickening depends on the proximity to the frictional jamming point
ϕµ
J or, in other words, the difference between the viscosity of the two Newtonian states.

When this difference is small for ϕ ≪ ϕµ
J , the curve joining two Newtonian states is

monotonic, leading to continuous thickening (CST). At solid concentrations, ϕC ≥ ϕ <
ϕµ
J , the difference between the two states is large but finite, and the flow curve becomes

nonmonotonic or S-shaped, thus thickening becomes discontinuous (DST). At solid
concentrations ϕ ≥ ϕµ

J , the material makes the more extreme transition from liquid
to solid as σ increases: known as shear jamming (SJ). Wyart & Cates and others have
formulated the above philosophy into constitutive models for rate-dependent rheology
that have been successfully compared with experiments and numerical simulations [23,
26, 27, 35–38].

The close surface interactions between particles seem to be important in developing
constitutive models for dense suspensions, hence short-range pairwise attraction/re-
pulsion are critical. In the case of non-Brownian particles, attractive force originating
from van der Waals [39], depletion forces due to dissolved non-interacting polymer [40],
or the presence of an external field [41] can also be present. Like the case of well-
studied colloidal gels [15, 42, 43], attraction can introduce competition between the
formation of aggregates (sticking of particles) and their eventual breakage (due to
shear). The presence of attractive interactions between particles often leads to the
emergence of yield stress (the exact value of which is protocol dependent [44]). Recent
numerical works have included the physics of yielding and subsequent strong shear
thinning behavior into the frictional shear thickening framework and postulated more
generalized rheological models [22, 36].

3 Connecting mesoscale network with rheology

The deformation-induced solidification or shear jamming (SJ) is common in both
granular materials (quasistatic condition) and dense suspensions (Stokes-flow). Exper-
iments from the late Prof. Behringer’s group have demonstrated the appearance of a
load-bearing network for mm-sized photoelastic particles under shear. These systems
would jam under shear while staying in a liquid-like state under isotropic conditions.
Thus shearing leads to a self-organized jammed state to support the external stress.
Shear jamming is thus closely related to the collective organization in the space of
forces (this space is dual to the real particle space). The network formed under shear
becomes strongly correlated because of the constraints of force and torque balance
on every grain. Cates et al. [45] suggested that such a jammed (SJ) state is formed
principally by the primary force chain along the compression axis with support from
secondary force chains along the orthogonal tensile direction. They also postulated
that such a jammed state is fragile, in the sense that this state is maintained only
by the imposed load, and would fail if the load is removed, or applied in the reverse
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direction. Radjai et al. [46] showed the existence of two complementary networks in
dry granular systems under shear: load-bearing percolating “strong force chain” net-
work oriented along the major (compressive) axis along with a network of “weak force
chains” in the orthogonal direction. Chakraborty and coworkers have developed the-
oretical tools to identify the force-space organization that has been instrumental in
understanding shear jamming [47–50].

DST and SJ have been associated with the load-bearing frictional network formed
under shear in dense suspensions. This load-bearing system spanning network resists
large deformation leading to sudden orders of magnitude increase in viscosity. Strik-
ingly, the classical theoretical tools like pair-correlation functions of particle-level
dynamics g(r), S(k) do not display the distinct difference between thickened and
unthickened states, while their rheology is distinctly different with orders of magni-
tude difference in the viscosity (along with often change in sign of first normal stress
difference N1 [51]) [26]. This prompted the use of network science-related tools to
understand the microscopic (or rather mesoscale) reasoning for strong shear thick-
ening or jamming. However, these studies are limited compared to the dry granular
materials, partly because the concept of contact (enduring) between particles is rather
new to dense suspensions and is still being debated [52, 53]. Mari et al. [26] showed
that percolating frictional force chains with orthogonal support form at the volume
fractions close to DST, which is qualitatively similar to ideas put forth by Cates et al.
in dry granular materials [45]. Further, Boromand et al. [54] analyzed these networks
in terms of giant clusters and showed correspondence between DST and giant clus-
ter growth. Gameiro et al. [55] used topological tools called Persistence homology to
connect the loop-like structure growth (the minimally rigid structure that can resist
simple shear deformation) to strong shear thickening behavior. Edens et al. [56] further
investigated correlations between the geometric organization of particles, underly-
ing forces, and rheological properties in simulations where frictional shear thickening
behavior was coupled with a strong attraction that leads to yielding behavior [57].
The authors demonstrated that the changes in suspension rheology (from thinning to
thickening) do not simply originate from local/global-scale particle rearrangements.
These changes rather sensitively depend on the detailed balance of forces, resulting
force network, and are coupled with the external deformation strength (shear stress in
this case). Nabizadeh et al. [58] have analyzed the network using the community detec-
tion algorithm and suggested that DST is correlated with the enhanced constraints
on the relative motion between clusters. Rather recent studies have demonstrated the
system-spanning enduring rigid clusters to be responsible for DST [59, 60].

4 Connecting constraints with particle-level details:
tuning & manipulating the rheology

The description in Sec. 2 and thereby mean-field models are sensitive to the exact
value of jamming volume friction ϕµ

J . The measurement of forces between particles of
size 100 nm to 100 µm is rather difficult experimentally, though some progress has
been made recently [61]. A rather different approach is to focus on the general types of
constraints that can hinder the relative motion between particles [22–24, 62]. The idea
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Fig. 3 Stress-activated constraints originating from particle level details. Both particle
roughness and interfacial chemistry can modify both sliding and rolling friction between particles.
(Left): Increasing the asperity size can lead to their interlocking and thus enhancing friction (espe-
cially rolling friction). (Right): Addition of urea to carboxylic acid or decreasing the pH of solution
containing carboxylic acid coated particles can both lead to disruption of hydrogen bonding further
reduce the constraints.

is given the frictional contact between two particles can hinder sliding only, or both
sliding as well as rolling motion with sliding and rolling friction parameters (µs and µr,
respectively). The promise of this approach is that the chemical or physical origin on
a particular type of interparticle interaction might matter far less as compared to the
constraint that it offers. Singh et al. [24, 62] have recently shown that this constraint-
based approach can quantitatively reproduce shear thickening behavior across diverse
kinds of dense suspensions that include a wide range of particle sizes and surface
features. This work offers a quantitive understanding of shear thickening behavior in
dense suspensions – a deep understanding that paves the way to tune and manipulate
the rheology for practical purposes.

A number of previous experimental studies have considered possible surface effects
(including modifying surface or solvent-particle interactions) thus affecting constraints
between relative particle motion 3. Here, in this perspective, I have only included
a few of these studies (readers are encouraged to check other rather more detailed
reviews [5, 11]. A series of studies [63–65] have shown that roughness at particle level
can drastically influence the rheology: leading to enhanced viscosity, reduction in onset
stress for shear thickening, and change in sign of the first normal stress difference N1.
More recently Hsu et al. [31] and Hsiao et al. [66] have shown a systematic reduction in
ϕµ
J with increasing roughness along with an increase in stress range over which shear

thickening occurs.
Researchers have also used particle and particle-fluid interfacial chemistry to tune

shear thickening behavior. James et al. [67] have shown that the addition of urea can
decrease shear thickening for particles coated with carboxylic acid group (-CO2H)
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dispersed in an aqueous solution. In a subsequent study [68], disruption of hydro-
gen bonding by “capping” of the (-CO2H) was demonstrated to be responsible for
this reduction. Tuning pH of the solvent [69], the molecular weight of the polymeric
solvent [70, 71], and more recently using micron-sized particles with accessible glass
transition temperatures [72] are ways to tune the constraints and thus manipulate the
rheology.

5 Closing remarks

This perspective aims to outline the current understanding of the rheology of suspen-
sion dynamics and present a vision of the hierarchy of length and time scales that are
involved. Regarding practical relevance, ϕ > 0.5 can be considered dense. However,
the exact number depends on the distance from frictional jamming point ϕµ

J that
depends on surface features or constraints (µs, µr) [24]. The rapid recent development
of the physics of dense suspensions has put experiments, simulations, and theory on
the same footing. However, this understanding is limited to the “ideal” model sus-
pensions (nearly monodisperse rigid particles in Newtonian solvent). Extending the
simple microscopic arguments and the models developed here to continuum descrip-
tions of “real” world suspensions will be a nontrivial task but is needed to tackle
these pressing challenges. Particles in the real world are rough, non-spherical, sticky,
and polydisperse, and the background solvent can be non-Newtonian.

A few issues/questions that need close attention are:

• Can the newly proposed constitutive models for ideal nearly monodisperse spheres
be extended to real-world particles-fluid mixtures, i.e., particles with polydispersity
in shape and size dispersed in a non-Newtonian solvent?

• The current simulation (and theoretical) approaches have considered stress-
activated friction, while the influence of strong attraction and adhesion has not
been considered in detail. There has been little examination of how the external
fields (electrical, magnetic, acoustic) leading to forces e.g., particle polarization in
an electric field would affect the fine structure.

• The pressure-controlled boundary condition is most relevant to natural and indus-
trial connections. However, very little attention has been paid to the constitutive
modeling of a pressure-controlled setup.

• Current algorithms have been highly successful in predicting the dense suspension
rheology but are limited to a few thousand particles. Thus, designing clever algo-
rithms dealing with both better contact detection between particles and memory
allocation without losing any essential physics is the need of the hour.

• Large-scale mesoscale correlations and force network organization lead to large vis-
cosity (close to jamming). Investigation relating microscopic constraints to network
topology/geometry can be helpful in building up a statistical mechanics framework
for out-of-equilibrium systems.

This multi-faceted problem requires experts from soft condensed matter physics,
engineering, technology, chemistry, computer science, and network science. Not only
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do dense suspensions have important practical applications, but there’s plenty of room
for all scientists to play across this hierarchy of length scales.
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